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TED lecture that Alwar ‘Bala’
Balasubramaniam gave a
while ago, offered some
insights into the way his mind
operates and what themes tend to
attract his fancy.
One thinks he said something
about abstract ideas that engrossed
him like ‘skin,’ ‘footsteps’, ‘traces’.
Bala’s new show, Nothing from
My Hands at Talwar Art Gallery is
on till April 27, and has three levels filled with materials and various
concepts he has been treating lately. Or returning to.
There are mesh-like metals.
Dreamy blobs emerging from false
walls. Sand-smoothed stones.
Overall, the experience is surreal.
And what you see is not what
you get.
A plain vertical surface ends up
having another story on its reverse.
Its a lifesize cast of the artist
himself.
A fuzzy looking puffball, on
closer inspections, reveals spiky
needle points. Called the Wild One,
this exhibit was based on a purple
wildflower that is attractive to see,
but lethal on touch.
Bala has frequently played with
objects like hands and feet casts,
depicting them as if they were
magically emerging or disappearing
into flat surfaces.
He explained that, “this show is
about more than the solid object of
hand and skin.
It is that empty space where one
begins and the other ends.”
The choice of something like,
“iron rods welded together,” create
the idea of skin in material one
would not normally associate with
that actual organ.
Taking the idea further, there
are footprints and traces from earlier works.
“When I began 20 years ago,
what pushed me were the invisible
spaces,” Bala commented.
In his fibreglass piece, Stone
Waves, a cluster of pseudo-pebbles
are arrayed on the floor, as if worn
out in the tide.
They look light, but are heavy
on touch.
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He likes the contrast at his fingertips.
When he made the life cast, the
intention was to see, ‘how much volume a physical body occupies.”
“My mind is my main machine,”
he said, “Vermeer used the camera
obscura (though there is no actual
proof of this), to reproduce what is
on ‘the other side.’”
One of the sharp-maze-metal
creations located on the rooftop, was
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oira Buffini, the noted British
dramatist, who wrote Welcome
M
to Thebes has been an advocate of big,
imaginative plays. She was not fond
of naturalistic soap operas. Moira
founded Monsterists — playwrights
promoting large-scale works on the
British theatre.
Thebes, one of the largest Greek
cities during the Macedonian conquest, provides a natural setting for
her play. It features clusters of characters from Greek myths.
Like Oedipus, Dionysus and
Hercules. Thebes had an epic rivalry with ancient Athens, as seen in
the dramatic action, before its tragic dissemination under Alexander
the Great in 335 BC.
Welcome to Thebes, staged by
NSD final-year students, under New
Zealand-based Annie Ruth, retained
a powerful ensemble of Greek dramatics and Thebes and Athens’
love-hate relationship.
Asked her rationale, Ruth asserted, “For me, Thebes can be any state.
Here it is an African country, emerging from civil war to democracy
under leadership of a female-president, Eurydice. Like the women of
Liberia, under Ellen Johnson Sirleaf,
the women of Thebes have ended a
bloody civil war and are now forming a responsible government.”
We mentioned peripheral gunshots in the beginning by armed
youth in battle-fatigues. They resembled Tamil Eelam in Sri Lanka. The
director enthusiastically informed, “I
did want the effect of the pitched battles of the Tamil Tigers. Sri Lanka
could be my Thebes as well!”
Using contemporary references
galore — in physical and verbal communications, yet carrying the baggage of Greek names for bigwigs —
the plot developed as a political summit-exercise between Eurydice and
the Athenian superpower, represented by its ‘First Citizen.’
It was further stirred by bravery
of Thebes’ military leader.
The play developed into black

comedy, loaded in favour of episodes
inspired from ancient Greece. There
were two more complicating factors.
First, in keeping with the prevailing
homosexuality in then Thebes, there
were lots of cross-dressings and the
blurring of male-female identity.
Second, best explained by the
director herself, “I’ve divided the play
into arbitrary sequences and actors
perform those as separate ‘rhythms’”.
To illustrate her point, Moira
staged a special enactment of such
sequences at the end of the play. She
asked the actors to perform those
‘rhythms’, when called out by their
designated numbers.
This looked remarkably like
what the renowned choreographer,
Merce Cunningham, used to follow
in his ballets — performed long back
in Delhi and Mumbai. Individual
dance-sequences were numbered as
individual ‘happenings, hen called
out by numbers — 1,2,3,4.
Dancers were asked to perform
those ‘happenings’. The ballet’s music
by the celebrated composer, John
Cage. It was ‘musique concrete’.
An innovative idea — to add a
realistic touch about Thebes — was
issuing the spectators with officiallooking passports from ‘the
Democratic republic of Thebes’, duly
stamped with visa and checked ceremoniously at the entrance!
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result of the artist “exploring magnetic and energy fields around
objects.”
He commented, “I work three
ways. One is the ‘Self in Progress’, the
dreamlike figures and images
through walls. (As if a hand was
thrust through). Then there is the
kind where don’t know the end. As
with the Stone Waves.
“The third are the surprise.
The works with energy fields. It’s like
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making a discovery.”
So titles read Between Here and
There, Breathing In and Out.
Such like.
With references to textures of
things. Like median lines on the
palm of one’s hand through skinfolds. Or “Lines from shadows.”
The latter effect is with vinyl and
plastic polymer on tracing paper.
For another dreamlike, temporariness feel.
There is nothing inside the
small glass frames. Except for blackwhite lines reflections.
He said that some forms come
by accident. “Like when I was welding.” He is trained as a sculptor.
And the, “metal idea came from
the use of wire mesh during the
cooling process.”
Balasubramaniam mused, “The
art is secondary to the process. I feel
it is more about questions we have
as humans. Through sculpture, I can
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share this with others. But life is
more important than art.”
Someone who influenced his
existential view as a man in a village
near Tirulnevelli known locally as
‘Papanasham Swami.’
“He owned nothing. That idea
intrigued me. The person is secondary to what he leaves behind.”

is, by any account, a sombre
Itscenario.
If the Gangotri glacier is melting by 30 metres every year, with
an overwhelming chance of
enhanced flooding downstream,
and if Earth has lost forest coverage, half the size of the Indian subcontinent during the last century
alone, there is certainly reason to
sit up and take notice.
The clinching point is that
there is no second earth to give
mankind a haven.
Mahatma Gandhi said once,
“On earth there is enough for each
according to his need, but not
enough according to his greed.”
Santosh Nair, the director of
We Can Make The Difference,
showcased on March 21, during the
International Ballet Festival just
over, explained: “Enviromental
issues were immediate provocation
for our work. The idea germinated with a 10-minute piece for the
Green Earth project. Our presentation was well received.”
We can... begins with serene
earth, surreptitiously invaded by a
black brigade with an ominous
deforestation-and-mechanisation
agenda. In some ways, it reminded one of Uday Shankar’s choreography, Labour & Machinery.
This was followed by whitecollar workers, even more
depraved, and inevitable natural
disasters ensue.
“We depict earthquakes, flashfloods, tsunamis, as a consequences
of human greed. But there is hope
at the end of the tunnel.”
The use of audio-visual
footage, at times, dwarfs the physical action.
The latter comprises very
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colourful choreography.
As Nair explained, “I’ve used
Chhau, contemporary dance and
Western ballet-movements.”
IFBC’s presentation from
Argentina, La Bayadere (The
Temple Dancer) was the second
item of the evening.
It was set in the romantic
world of dream and fantasy. Based

on love, mystery, fate, vengeance
and justice, La Bayadere is a classical ballet, created by Marius
Petipa (1819-1910). Father of the
modern ballet, Petipa is considered
one of the greatest choreographers of all time. He took Russian
ballet to the international arena,
laying a cornerstone for 20th century ballet.

“Petipa’s classicism integrated
the purity of the French school
with Italian virtuosity, while retaining Russian flamboyance. The
director, young Fernando Aguilera
(who enacted the villainous High
Brahmin) explains his intriguing
Indian stage-name, “Petipa based
his Franco-Russian ballet of 1877—
premiered for Bolshoi Theatre in

St Petersburg — smack in royal
India of the past!
Nikiya, the temple-maiden
and main protagonist, is conceived
as a dancer dedicated to temple
gods, whom the high priest covets.
Nikiya, on the contrary, sanctifies love for the noble warrior,
Solor, based on vow by the holy fire.
She prefers to die of snakebite,
refusing to be cured, rather than submit to the Brahmin’s carnal desire.”
The ballet offers glimpses into
the world of classical ballet in
Petipa’s Russia, with gorgeous costumes and opulent sets, complete
with glittering crowns on the heads
of High Brahmin and Solor, presumably to establish Indian lineage!
Strangely, other than Nikiya, no
one wears ballet shoes while executing their Corps du Ballet.
One wonders whether their
bare-footed choreography was
another concession for their supposedly Indian origin!
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hen it comes to brevity of style,
the world’s shortest genre of litW
erature is Japan’s ‘haiku’: a brief poem

that resonates with meaning. When
Tagore visited Japan twice during the
late 1910s, he was fascinated by these
epigrammatic poems and wrote a
small book called Fireflies (1928).
It was filled with 256 English
aphoristic poems: beautifully illustrated by Boris Artzybasheff.
As Tagore explained, the writings
began in China and Japan. They were
in response to the tradition of making notes on fans, pieces of papers, or
handkerchiefs.
Their compact style conveyed
memorable poetic expressions with
great intensity. Shadhona from
Bangladesh transformed a score of
these poems into dance and music.
Explained Lubna Marium, the
artistic force behind Shadhona and
anchor of the performance, who read
each poem beautifully n stage: “The
brevity and crispness of these verses,
combined with the wit and wisdom
contained in them. Each epigrammatic ‘firefly’ represents a brief, luminous
thought on life, beauty and God,” in
the spirit of haiku.
Lubna added, “Tagore got the
essence straightaway. Not because he
was an exceptional Renaissance man,

but because he approached haiku with
an unadulterated and open heart.”
Quoting a Japanese poem (Heaven
and earth are flowers/Kami-god and
Buddha are flowers/Man’s heart is the
essence of flowers), Tagore introduces
an identical Indian verse (Heaven and
earth/ God and Buddha/The two flowers blossom from the same heart) to
describe how beauty stems from our
own heart!”
The young dancers began performing with an ethereal firefly dance.
(My fancies are fireflies/Specks of living
light/Twinkling in the dark). Sparkling

lamps transcended into a dance of circles.(These paper-boats of mine are
meant to dance /On the ripples of
hours,/And not to reach any destination).
After Freedom in Flowers and
Shadows and Lights, the fireflies
appeared again at the end.
The costumes were aesthetic and
dance-gestures were understated and
elegant.
Amit Chowdhury, a product of
Rabindra-Bharati explained, “I’ve
combined my forte, Bharatanatyam
with Kathak and western contempo-

rary ballet.
The latter form was facilitated by
Hawaii-based young dancer Courtney
Sato.”
Fireflies was performed on March
22. The concluding night of the festival.
On the same date, there was
Parikrama by Sriram Bharatiya Kala
Kendra, an exercise in abstraction. It
did not have come with any supporting literature.
Shashidhsaran Nair, its choreographer commented, “I combined
Chhau with acrobatics, Kathak and
modern dance.” The theme is based on
genesis of primordial Atman, through
ether, wind, fire and water, before
descending to earth and entering the
human body. Initially, Atman is in harmony with the senses of sight, sound,
touch, smell and taste. But soon senses take control, creating conflict.
How the latter begins its journey
to the goal of emancipation and how
the desire for liberation takes over is
the rest of the story. In the process, the
Atman encounters elements again: surviving earthquakes, tumultuous
waters, raging fires, stormy winds and
polluted ether, before realising the eternal truth. It is a complicated concept
but the high energy of the dancers was
the saving grace.

